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economists and the welfare state 
Dieter Plehwe
Text on the Key Note at the IFIP Annual Conference, June 9, 2017.
The ongoing attack on the welfare state has been fue­
led to no small degree by economic arguments. Econo­
mists frequently argue against redistribution in order not 
to undermine market efficiency and economic growth 
(P areto’s optimum: position of a participant in economic 
system cannot be improved without diminishing the po­
sition of another participant). Welfare state spending is 
held to be concerned with the distribution of the pie only 
whereas economists are and should be concerned with 
growing the pie. The share of the poor is next suggest­
ed to grow faster if the pie is growing even if inequality is 
on the rise. If welfare state spending (read tax burdens) 
is stifling growth, the recipients of welfare are ultimately 
held to suffer much like those who supply the funds. Such 
arguments and related concerns about moral hazard and 
wrong incentives if welfare recipients are not encouraged 
to find work or to take other initiatives to improve employ­
ability (additional education etc.) have led many observers 
to associate economists as a whole with the attack on the 
welfare state. Economics appears to produce and sustain a 
dichotomy of equity and efficiency (McCluskey 2003). 
Ironically, Peter Hall’s classical volume on the power 
of economic ideas to the contrary examined the rise of 
Keynesianism in different countries. Keynesianism or, 
rather, the neoclassical synthesis of course provided mac­
ro­economic reasoning for the development of the wel­
fare state. During economic downturns in particular the 
welfare state was considered a condition and a driver of 
growth rather than a limiting factor (Backhouse, Bateman, 
Nishizawa 2017). 
If we are concerned with the political power of economic 
ideas, thus we firstly need to be concerned with specific 
economic ideas.  Secondly, economic ideas are typically 
backed by specific social forces. The demand side focus 
of Keynesianism enjoyed wide­spread support from trade 
unions and Social Democracy, for example. The supply 
side focus of neoliberal perspectives on the other hand 
enjoys wide­spread support from corporations and busi­
ness associations. The relative power of specific economic 
ideas thus can and needs to be considered in conjunc­
tion with related interest groups. Thirdly, economic ideas 
are not employed by economists only. A strong voice in 
the attack on the welfare state in the United States was 
Charles Murray (1984), a political scientist working at the 
neoliberal Manhattan Institute at the time. Although he 
was not considered an academic expert in the field at the 
time, Murray’s book succeeded in replacing the tradition­
al deprivation paradigm with the dependency paradigm 
(Me dvetz 2012). The welfare state was now considered 
to keep poor people in the welfare loop rather than acti­
vate them to escape poverty. Taken together, the welfare 
state is no longer considered good for all (growth), nor for 
businesses (burden), nor for the poor (impediment). It is 
obviously not possible to relate this powerful narrative to 
economics in general and only, or just to economists. In 
order to tackle the power of specific, namely neoliberal, 
economic ideas in the welfare state debate, a three way 
argument involves a) the need to consider non­economic 
elements of economics, b) the need to relate interests and 
ideas and c) the need to observe economic influence in 
arguments way beyond economics.
1 combining economic sociology 
and neoliberalism studies
Economic sociologists like Marion Fourcade and Sarah Babb 
walk in the right direction even their focus remains on the 
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profession (Fourcade and Babb 2002). They observed the 
shift from Keynesianism to Monetarism and other elements 
of supply side oriented economics, and the work emphasiz­
es the global hierarchy and the role of U.S. Institutions in 
particular to underpin the professional supremacy of and 
increasingly transnational class of economists (Fourcade 
2014). Daniel Rodgers (2011) in turn has given a range of 
(American) economic schools a lot of credit for bringing 
about marketization in his age of fracture. His awareness 
includes: law and economics (Coase, Posner, Manne, Olin 
Foundation etc.), public utility applications: deregulation 
movement 2) rational expectations (Lucas) 3) supply side 
(„outside“ economics departments: Gilder, WSJ, Kristol, 
Laffer etc.), and Chicago Monetarism, of course.
In both cases the focus on the profession leads to a fo­
cus on American developments in economics even when 
authors do talk about European economists and other 
dimensions of the contemporary transformation of the 
knowledge power regime.
A fine summary and systematic exposition of the ar­
guments of economic influence has been provided by 
Hirschman and Popp Berman (2014). The authors sum­
marize three ways in which economists influence policy 
making: 1.) by way of the prestige and authority of their 
profession, 2.) by way of the institutional position of econ­
omists in the government and 3.) by way of economic 
styles of reasoning and the provision of economic policy 
instrument like rating or cost benefit analysis.
For literature backing the second and third dimensions 
we can refer summarily to policy analysis and power elites 
in general and to the literature on policy related experts 
(research and consulting) in particular. Needless to say 
economists are not the only influential experts and are 
not equally influential across field and countries. But in 
the area of economic and social policy they do carry ex­
traordinary weight in Germany in the advisory councils of 
the economics and finance ministries and in the council of 
economic experts, for example (Heise 2017). The extraor­
dinary position of councils of economic experts in many 
OECD countries in comparison to similar councils com­
posed of members from other disciplines lends support 
of the special position of economists. The economic influ­
ence in the legal system is best exemplified by cost­ben­
efit analysis; the economic influence across policy areas 
is well exemplified by the rise of accounting and indexing 
practices (Power 1997). Hirschman and Popp Berman are 
nevertheless missing important elements that are highly 
relevant to more adequately address the question of influ­
ence of economists.
Considering my three way argument in relation to the 
three way argument of Hirschman and Popp Berman we 
can draw a complementary table. 
Dimension
Influence of  
Economists
Influence of Neolib­
erals (economists 
and others)
Economic  
Discipline
profession and 
authority
thought collective, 
epistemic authority
Political system institutional position interest group backing
Discourse  
constellation
economic reasoning
Infrastructures (think 
tank networks)
Tabelle 1: Complementary dimensions and aspects of the 
power of (economic and neoliberal) ideas
Source: own composition based on “professional” 
perspective of Hirschman and Popp Berman (2014) and 
neoliberalism studies perspective
The problem with talking about economists in general is a 
tendency to miss the ideological and professional struggles 
of economists alongside other groups involved in academ­
ic and political battles. Instead of the academic research 
“community” perspectives of disciplines and professionals 
we need a research perspective of political sociology, po­
litical economy and sociology of knowledge in particular 
when it comes to the big issues of distribution and redistri­
bution of knowledge power and shifting hierarchy.  
2 beyond economists and the 
Welfare State
Social Policy became the key question around the turn of 
the 20th Century. Contradictions and crisis of capitalism 
presented a huge challenge for liberal economists insisting 
on the invisible hand, and self­correcting market mecha­
nisms. Claus Dieter Krohn (1981) chronicled the debates 
of the Verein für Sozialpolitik during the Weimar time. He 
shows the ways in which the different lines of economic 
reasoning directly defended laisser faire (von Mises), pre­
tended to somehow accommodate social interests (Adolf 
Weber) or moved to communitarian conceptions (Götz 
Briefs) to defeat social democratic and socialist approaches 
to expanded welfare states (Heinemann, Austro­Marxism 
etc.). The Great Depression consolidated the neoliberal and 
conservative position in support of organicist understand­
ings in opposition to class based understandings among the 
emerging ordoliberals, for example.  The key to understand 
this early opposition to the welfare state among economists 
was not economic reasoning pure and simple as suggested 
by the claims to a tradeoff between equality and efficiency. 
The British sociologist TH Marshall instead pointed to nor­
mative tensions in society due to the evolution of capi­
talism when he developed the important notion of social 
citizenship: 
‘If I am right in my contention that citizenship has been a 
developing institution in England at least since the latter 
part of the seventeenth century, then it is clear that its 
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growth coincides with the rise of capitalism, which is a sys­
tem not of equality, but of inequality’. 
Marshall goes on asking: ‘How is it that these two opposing 
principles could grow and flourish side by side in the same 
soil? What made it possible for them to be reconciled with 
one another and to become, for a time at least allies instead 
of antagonists? The question is a pertinent one, for it is clear 
that, in the twentieth century, citizenship and the capitalist 
class system have been at war’ (Marshall, 1950: 29).
Marshall’s notion of social citizenship as the latest addi­
tion to the historical evolution of civil rights and political 
rights is at the heart of the origin of the welfare state and 
the compromises of welfare state capitalism. Many econ­
omists were involved in this battle divided into the groups 
of social liberals and neoliberals or right wing liberals if we 
exclude Marxists and other radicals for a moment. Lord 
Keynes and Beveridge are probably the best known new 
liberals competing with Hayek, Lionell Robbins at LSE or 
Frank Knight in Chicago. Some scholars have recently sug­
gested that the 1930s were a time of convergence on the 
social question pointing to similarities between Keynes 
and Hayek on social minimum standards, for example (e.g. 
Jackson 2010). A key difference between social liberals 
and early neoliberals was the attitude to trade unions, 
however. While the liberal left was increasingly embracing 
working class trade unionism, the liberal right was sup­
porting minimum standards to vigorously oppose trade 
union power and influence in the economy and in the po­
litical system. The difference between the two camps of 
economists (and others) needs to be traced to epistemic 
authority, the basic values and principled beliefs on which 
scientific dimensions like causal beliefs are based.
Peter Henseler and Egon Matzner (1994) provide a good 
example in this regard: They were among the progressive 
economists who intuitively understood the need to deal 
with the philosophical underpinnings and the concep­
tual work of neoliberals. There is very little work on the 
widely cited Coase theorem according to which there are 
efficient private alternatives to public regulation to cope 
with external effects of economic activity. Although Coase 
himself readily admitted that this concept was only valid 
in a world void of transaction costs, the impact of Coa­
se’s Social cost article from the 1960s to back privatization 
and deregulation agendas can hardly be overestimated. 
Matzner pointed out that Coase himself had relegated his 
article to the world of abstract modelling. He countered 
the widespread belief in public sector pathologies by way 
of pointing out major pathologies of market allocation. 
Matzner understood the link of invalid yet powerful eco­
nomic theory to beneficiaries like firms that stood to ben­
efit from privatizations. It was not Coase, the economic 
theory scholar, who was drawing far reaching and dubious 
conclusions from Social Cost. Coase was merely trying to 
contradict Pigou. The selective uptake of Coase by interest 
groups does not proof that Coase thinking was dictated by 
business groups. But it can also not be disconnected from 
the ways in which it is used in society. 
Karl Mannheim’s notion of commitment points to the in­
tricate links between interests and ideas that cannot be 
reduced to interest determinism:
“If we want to broaden ideological research into a sociol­
ogy of knowledge…the first thing to do is to overcome the 
one­sidedness of recognizing motivation by interest as the 
only form of social conditioning…In the case of ideas held 
because of a direct interest, we may speak of ‘interest­
edness’; to designate the more indirect relation between 
the subject an those other ideas, we may use the parallel 
expression ‘committedness’. In fact, it is one of the most 
striking features of history that a given economic system 
is always embedded, at least as to its origin, in a given in­
tellectual cosmos, so that those who seek a certain eco­
nomic order also seek the intellectual outlook correlated 
with it. When a group is directly interested in an economic 
system, then it is also indirectly ‘committed’ to the other 
intellectual, artistic, philosophical, etc. forms correspond­
ing to that economic system. Thus, indirect ‘committed­
ness’ to certain mental forms is the most comprehensive 
category in the field of the social conditioning of ideas.” 
(Mannheim 1925, 183­4).
Economists need to be aware to the relevance of the insti­
tutional position of economists, to the affinity of specific 
economic theories to interest groups and to the strategic 
selection of theories and evidence relevant in policy dis­
cussions. An economist who did clearly reflect on these 
dimensions of the work was Egon Matzner. He opposed 
the shift of Social Democracy to the “progressive neoliber­
alism” of new labor and moved from center to off­field in 
terms of his own institutional position in the courtyard of 
power. In terms of his understanding of the infrastructure 
dimension of the circulation of ideas I can close with an an­
ecdote. Matzner’s edited volume “Der Wohlfahrtsstaat von 
morgen” (The future welfare state), a rich theoretical and 
rather technical book written to frame a research program 
became a best seller. Alas, this was not due to the populari­
ty of the book among readers, at least not only. It turns out 
that Matzner had secured bulk purchases by a friendly par­
ty. Neoliberal think tanks at the same time secured a vast 
interest in the opposite direction, welfare state retrench­
ment. In order to secure a growing interest in the progres­
sive welfare state, new efforts would have been needed to 
leverage the book in civil society and public arenas.
When social democracy retreated to the national welfare 
state to defend it against the neoliberal attack, neoliber­
alism became the truly internationalist party. The exami­
nation of the dialectic of right wing internationalism, neo­
liberal eocnomics (cosmopolitan capitalism) and national 
conservatism no matter if Social Democrat, Conservative 
or populist, remains one of the key issues of contempo­
rary studies in economics and beyond.
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